Good Morning Falcon Families,

We are so excited to welcome our falcons back for the 2023-2024 School Year. If you are receiving this message it is because your student has been assigned transportation for the 2023-2024 school year. Here are some important details.

1. The assigned bus stop, bus route and bus number is now available to see in the Focus SIS. This should be displayed under student info tab.

2. Please ensure that your student commits to memory not just their bus number but also their bus route name. For example (5266 - Bel Air Road Bus). This is important because at times there could be a bus change. However, your students bus route will always be the same despite a change in number.

3. Attached to this email is the BCPS Transportation Handbook and the Bus Dismissal Image. The bus loop dismissal image is important because it informs your student where their bus will be located at dismissal.

4. All transportation stops, bus numbers, routes, and decisions regarding assigned buses are created by the BCPS Office of Transportation and NOT Overlea High School. Any questions regarding those decisions must be directed to the office of Transportation. They can be reached at 443-809-0511

We are ONE: One Team, One Family, One Vision. Over Achieve, Never Quit, Exceed Expectations.